FIRST ‘DRAUGHT’

The canals become a much-needed refuge from the hustle and bustle of 21st-century life for the central character of this
month’s short story by Alice Griffin, from Pembrokeshire.
If you’d like to see your waterways-inspired tale in print, email s.henshaw@wwonline.co.uk or send it to First ‘Draught’,
Canal Boating Times, 151 Station Street, Burton-on-Trent DE14 1BG. Unfortunately, we cannot return submissions so please
make sure you retain the original copy of your manuscript.

Quiet Space

R

ain
was
coming
down fast and heavy,
wind blowing her
umbrella inside out.
Caroline tried to
fight against it to no avail and, in
a fit of frustration, turned into
an alleyway, that led to another
alleyway, and then another… until
she found herself criss-crossing
through her hometown on an
altogether different journey.
Nestled between the high redbrick walls the umbrella settled
and Caroline’s heart slowed as she
found herself lulled by the quiet and
the memories. She had forgotten
about this world within a world,
this space where she could escape –
without escaping – but now she was
reminded how her seeking out of
quiet spaces had begun.
As a teenager everyone walked
the main road to school; each
morning the pavements became
thick with blazers, bubblegum,
cigarette smoke and black-ringed
eyes. Caroline remembered the
noise: taunts, laughter, shouting,
the rev of an engine, slam of a front
door, flick of a lighter, kick of a
ball, the spit of saliva. Every noise
felt amplified and she’d suck them
in, hold them there like an inflating
ball until she felt she might explode,
before silently slipping into her
network of alleyways.
Sometimes Caroline could cross
the ten roads to her school without
seeing another person.
In these backstreets it was the
tumbling of a dried leaf in the wind
that caught her attention, or the
near-silent pad of a cat jumping
onto a garden gate, or perhaps the
splash of a puddle, kick of a can.
Here the sounds were still amplified
but somehow they were kinder,
and in this world they were hers.
Sometimes Caroline would stop
for a moment to feel the grinding
of broken glass against concrete,
twisting her foot into the ground,
lost in the pleasure. Escaping the

overpowering noise of life felt like
her secret. To Caroline these quiet
slices of space were undiscovered
lands to be explored and as she
trundled her way through into
adulthood, wherever she found
herself, the quiet spaces remained.
When running in the city where
Caroline lived and worked, she
navigated serenely the fluid paths
that formed for mere seconds
between the ever-shifting mass of
people, her mind focused only on
the feel of hard concrete under
foot. At lunchtime she would go to
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the sandwich bar and find herself
drowned in languages, office
gossip, till rings, the fizz of a bottle
opening or the clunk of the coffee
machine mid-espresso. She would
suck down the noise then walk her
sandwich out of the shop, turn left
along a side-street and emerge onto
the towpath; a new undiscovered
quiet space where she was able to
expand and breathe again.
When her friend, Tom, joked that
perhaps she should live down there
on the towpath in a narrowboat,
she waved off the idea with a laugh.

“A narrowboat? That’s ridiculous!
I wouldn’t even know how to sail
the thing.” But he had sown the
seed and as she lay in her bedsit
listening to the neighbours at it,
or the death metal junkie on the
floor above who kept her awake at
all hours, thoughts of those serene
faces on the towpath began to loom
large in her mind’s eye. There was a
much slower dimension, even in the
centre of the city, to the lives they
lived. As Caroline ate her daily
sandwich on the bench she watched
roll-ups made at leisure before

being smoked in slow motion up on
deck. Ducks were fed, roofs were
washed, guitars were played and
infectious laughs were heard as
banter leapt from open side-hatch
to roof, to towpath, to tiller.
One day Caroline plucked up
the courage to talk to a young
guy painting a little red boat. He
explained he was getting it finished
so he could go off and explore
life. “You see, this is my home
– everything I own is in it… but I
have the luxury of living wherever
I want, whenever I want,” he
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said with a contented smile and a long,
slow look around. And in that momentary
conversation Caroline saw her life flash
in front of her and suddenly there was no
contest between the life she was living and
the life she might.
Ade was reckless, wild and everything she
wasn’t, but the minute she untied the ropes
and stepped aboard his boat, settling herself
next to his rangy handsome shape that leant
against the tiller with a confident ease, it was
as if all the quiet spaces she had ever sought
out had convened in one place, and she felt
utterly free of all the peripheral noise that
ground its way into her brain. As the boat’s
bow cut through the murky canals of the
city and made its way north, all memory of
anything but quiet space melted away and
Caroline became the person she had always
wanted to be: restful, small, unencumbered,
content. She had found her place and, just
like the alleyways, the running ways, the
lunch breaks, this was her world within a
world, the quiet space in the middle of all
the noise.
Ade and Caroline travelled the waterways
at leisure, lingering beneath lush boughs as
spring blossomed into summer. Sometimes
they would rest for days in the green haze of
silent canals, where the only people they saw
were fellow boaters drifting by, tipping a hat,
passing a comment or two. Some days they
would pause by the side of festivals to enjoy
music carried on a warm breeze as they lazed
on the roof with a beer. Other days the hunger
to get somewhere new, different – other –
challenged them to work flights of locks with
determination, their muscles aching with
pleasure as they lifted and dropped paddles
late into the evening beneath the orange
glow of a setting sun. That summer felt to
Caroline like a whole new country instead of
just a season; it gave a completely different
taste to just about everything she had known,
in a place she had never even been aware
existed. She soaked up each moment with
hungry desire and lay in bed at night rocking
steadily, listening to the creak of ropes and
light slaps of water against the hull, praying it
would never end.
But it did end. It ended on the day
Caroline got the call.
Her mother had died. Quite unexpectedly
in the night and now her father needed her

care. Awash with emotion, confused in her
feelings, Caroline had to pack immediately
and become someone she no longer wanted
to be. Ade held her tightly. She breathed in
the smell of tobacco, engine oil and tanned
sticky skin and began silently praying that he
would wait for her, here, in this dream world
they had lived. A world controlled not by
appointments and expectation, a world free
of the drowning sounds of a busy, ordered,
unquestioning and compliant society, a life
lived hand-to-mouth, on the edge, where
you were responsible for your own self; a
world utterly free and malleable, woven
silently and secretly into a world that is not.
Back in her hometown Caroline’s life was
played out to new sounds. The rattle of pill
bottles, creaking of old bones from bed to
chair, chair to bed, sirens and car doors
slamming, children screaming, dogs barking
and the blare of the television telling her
with relentless regularity how bad the world
was. Some days the inflating ball of sound
she tried to keep within would burst before
she could find anywhere to breathe again
and, as her dad shouted above the racket
for his lunch, medicines or crossword book,
Caroline would sometimes crouch on the
floor of the kitchen staring at the green
checked linoleum, one hand holding onto
the melamine cupboard door, trying to
regain her composure, trying to work out
how she could ever live this life again.
Stepping out of the door, umbrella in
hand and undeterred by the weather,
Caroline went in search of a new crossword
book for her dad. She needed to find a quiet
space, somewhere… anywhere. She walked
street after street and in her frustration at
the wind and her umbrella, turned into an
alleyway for shelter and suddenly she had
stumbled upon it again – the quiet space of
her childhood amid the madness of a noisy
world: the back route, the undiscovered
paths, the places where only those daring
to venture away from the masses, only those
with a hunger to find something different,
will go. And as she walked between the high
red-brick walls that silenced the noise of a
busy town, she realised that these alleyways
were her canals: her world within a world,
her secret, a place to be free, be alone, be at
peace; a quiet space where Caroline could
breathe.
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1. The process of being injected with a substance to
prevent disease (11)
5. Specialised language relating to a particular subject,
profession or group (6)
8. High, barren landscape features (5)
9. A flat covering of paper, used to enclose a letter (8)
11. A sudden blast of wind (4)
12. Brightly coloured floating objects, anchored to the
sea bed (5)
13. A flowerless plant with roots, stems and long
feathery leaves (4)
15. The plants and animals that share an environment
and the relationships between them (9)
17. Small balls of dough, cooked and served with stew (9)
20. A flat structure for support or transportation on water (4)
21. Live in or at a specified place (5)
25. Still, or nearly still, water (4)
26. Unjustified and suspicious mistrust of other people (8)
28. To rest on the surface of water without sinking (5)
29. Off course, or moving without being controlled (6)
30. To have made a story more interesting by adding details
which may not be true (11)
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A plant with parts that are used for food (9)
A V-shaped line or stripe (7)
An object of excessive devotion or admiration (4)
To cancel out or compensate for something (6)
Surname of the English civil engineer, best known for his
work on canals, harbours and early railways (6)
Still to be dealt with or paid (11)
The typical weather conditions of an area (7)
An official appointed to investigate individuals’
complaints against a company or organisation, especially
a public authority (9)
A device with blades that are spun by the engine to move
a boat or aircraft (9)
Water that has been disinfected by a certain chemical (11)
To have been completely soaked (9)
A particular version of a book, newspaper or magazine (7)
A town or district which is an administrative unit (7)
Money gained in business or trade (6)
A long-established activity, action or festivity (6)
Opposed to a party, policy or attitude (4)
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